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Road safety 3: missing sidewalks and public roads to cross to stumble 
G. Jayaprakash

Hiking routes in major cities disappeared, the roads to the side of the moving vehicles. Accap the people are going to
go. And sincerely wishes to go walking in the vehicles that were let go.
Roads must amaikkumpote is destined to form the sidewalks. But, only few roads are sidewalks. Sidewalks in some
places still hidden settlements. Those who place bets without broad paved road lined on both sides of the fact that until
the end of the enterprises.
The latest annual report of the National Crime Record record archiving, using bicycle thousand 208 people died in a
road mishap. 6 thousand people have died and 690 pedestrians. Moreover, 21 thousand 428 people were wounded. 37
thousand 316 people died in a motorcycle accident. One lakh 37 thousand and 615 people injured. 7.5 per cent of the
accidents occur when pedestrians are crossing the road it was on. Motorcycles for the vehicles that have been in
accidents by 24.6 percent. During the survey of the 53 cities in the country, with a maximum of 214 persons in Kolkata,
Chennai, 206 persons have died while crossing the road.
Recognizing the need for sidewalks and bicycle Norway, Sweden, Denmark, specialized programs in countries such as
paving roads set. Thus, road accidents decreased by 30 percent in major cities, according to statistics.
Consumer and civil Ogg Shanmuga about Citizen Group (CAG), the organization's director (advisor) escaroja, analyst
Sumana Narayanan said:
Encourage people to walk, the Government must take action creatively. Lack of adequate sidewalks, the elderly,
women, children, sufferers are unable to cross the road marruttira nalikal. In particular, the main residential areas,
people are more likely to choose the places to set up adequate sidewalks.
In developed countries, to promote the various benefits of bicycle trip, set its own separate paths. Similarly, set up and
maintained hiking paths. Thus, road accidents decreased by 30 percent. Besides, by promoting a decrease in road
accidents in our country, will be significantly reduced automotive applications.
Thus, they said.   
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WHAT IS YOUR REACTION?
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